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h i g h l i g h t s

• We present a novel low complexity watermarking scheme for data streams integrity,
• Multiple signatures can be added to the data stream(s) in an asynchronous fashion,
• The verification process does not need time-synchronization for successful decoding,
• Our method can be coupled with a transport layer security to afford maximal protection.
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a b s t r a c t

Weconsider howanuntrusted data aggregator can be assessed overmultiple data streams. The aggregator
could be the sink node in a sensor network where all the sensory data are gathered, or a smart-meter
responsible for computing power measurements of a group of households, or any other entity that is
basically in charge of answering aggregation queries such as average or summation in a data streaming
environment. In these applications, important decisions are made based on the aggregated results and
therefore, it is vitally important to investigate the authenticity and integrity of aggregated values. One
possible approach for solving this problem ismarking the data before sending it out to the aggregators (i.e.
marked at the point of origin) such that the existence of those marks could be verified subsequently after
the aggregation process. Our goal is to produce hiddenmarks that remain detectable after the aggregation
and thereby not only the trustworthiness of every individual data source, but also the trustworthiness
of the aggregators could be verified. This problem is referred to secure data aggregation that has been
investigated by means of digital watermarking and steganography techniques in recent years. Data
synchronization is a serious problemwhichwas not addressed in the current schemes, though. Therefore,
in this paper, a new watermarking construction is proposed that provides ‘synchronization marks’ in the
aggregated data stream and helps protect the data itself at the end-points. Our method works at the data
layer so standard transport layer security methods can be used to protect the transport of data if it is
required. Finally, a set of experiments are conducted using synthesized and real sensory data as a proof
of concept.

Crown Copyright© 2016 Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Enormous quantities of data flow through today’s computer
networks every day. Often, it is necessary to analyze this mas-
sive volume of data and compute aggregates and statistics in or-
der to detect events and trends as those values offer significant in-
sights for data analysis purposes. The need for processing such a
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big dataset has led to the study of the data aggregation model of
computation, where multiple data streams are combined together
based on an aggregation function such as summation or aver-
age [1]. One application of this model is sensor networks where
nodes are organized into a routing tree rooted at the base sta-
tion to perform the in-network data aggregation for the purpose of
energy efficiency [2]. Another example is smart-meter reading
aggregation (either spatial or temporal) for computing the power
consumption of a group of households [3].

On the other hand, it may be necessary that the authenticity
of the aggregated data is verified at the final destination because
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vital decisions are going to be made based on the final results. This
problem is usually referred to as ‘secure data aggregation’ in sensor
networks [2]. The aggregate–commit–prove method proposed by
Przydatek et al. [4] also shares the same concept in which the
aggregator not only performs the aggregation operation, but also
proves the correctness of the performed task. A promising solution
to this problem is marking data with secret and robust digital
watermarks.

Digital watermarking is a proven technique usually in mul-
timedia domain for copyright protection [5]. Recently, there
has been an explosion in non-media applications of digital wa-
termarking among which are time-series, biological sequences,
graph-structured, spatial, spatiotemporal and data streams [6].
Regardless of content type, watermarking aims at embedding (se-
cret) information within the original content such that it can be
detected or extracted later to make assertions about the content.
From the security perspective, cryptographic techniques can do
better compared to digital watermarking counterparts, but they
impose large computational overhead because decryption is nec-
essary before performing further computation on the encrypted
data and therefore thesemethods become unsuitable for resource-
constrained environments in terms of energy efficiency [2].

In our previous work [7], we proposed a composite watermark-
based solution for the secure data aggregation problem by
embedding of several (near) orthogonal patterns intomultiple data
streams. Compared to similar works such as [2,8], our approach
has the batch detection feature which means the existence of
individual watermarks can be investigated by means of just one
detection operation for the aggregated data, instead of one per
stream and therefore the detection complexity is decreased. This
is a great benefit when the network size increases. The scheme
that we used for marking several data streams is based on the
Spread Spectrum (SS) watermarking technique and is usually
applied in aggregation supportive environments because of its
characteristics such as simple embedding operations and resilience
against various transformations [5].

The essence of SS watermarking is the addition of a pseudo-
random noise pattern to the acquired data and the authenticity
of data can be verified by finding the correlation between the
watermarked data and embedded pattern. The host data could
be either a single data stream or multiple data streams. For the
latter case, it is possible that every intermediate node along the
data path, ‘sign off’ the data en-route before forwarding to the
next node by embedding its own unique signature within the
aggregated data. This way an audit trail of the data processing is
provided that is referred to as data provenance. This concept of
data self-audit is crucial for assurance of data trustworthiness [8].
Apart from its good features, our previous method necessitates
the existence of exact timing information for decoding purposes
because thewatermarks are embedded in absolute positions/times
of the data streams and therefore a de-synchronization attack [9]
could potentially invalidate the detection process.

De-synchronization attack is one of the most effective attacks
against SS watermarking in which an attacker does not directly
remove or jam a watermarked signal, but instead shifts and wraps
the watermarked content so that it is no longer recognizable to
the decoder. Let us assume the watermark w is added to the host
signal x in order to construct the tamper-proof signal y as yi =

xi + scale(wj), where scale() updates the watermark amplitude
to make it imperceptible from the noise floor of host signal as
described [7]. The i and j shows the sequence numbers in y and
w respectively. If the watermark synchronization point matches
the data synchronization point, i is equal to j. It is possible that an
attacker cyclically rotates the watermarked signal y by θ , so those
indexes do not match any more, i.e. |i − j| = θ and it is very likely
that the watermark to be missed at the decoder.

Our previous work had the restriction that θ is a constant value
and is known to the decoder. In this work, we do not make this
assumption anymore. Instead θ is floating and is unknown to
the decoder. Moreover, if the watermarked signal y constitutes
multiple watermarks, it is possible that individual watermarks
experience different delays; so the offset θ could be different for
each of them and therefore the watermark detection becomes a
complex task. The goal of this paper is to extend the previous
scheme with respect to de-synchronization attacks such that the
decoder still be able to read multiple watermarks when they are
floating in respect to the data.

The problem of designing watermarks that are resilient to
de-synchronization attacks has been looked at before. However,
those schemes are not directly applicable for our scenario.
The reason is that for a composite watermark, the information
embedded by multiple data sources could become nonaligned, not
only due to lack of synchronization between encoder and decoder,
but also because of the ‘joining’ of multiple asynchronous streams.
The asynchrony could happen due to reasons such as sensor clock
de-synchronization, jitter or sensor malfunction. Whenever, there
is a need for reasoning about a time-varying environment such as
a sensor network, the sensor observations must be time-stamped
inside of the network. The in-network times-stamping implies that
sensors themselves must be time-synchronized; otherwise, there
will be ambiguity in reasoning about the environment.

The majority of the proposed aggregation protocols make an
implicit assumption that a node’s clock is kept synchronized all the
time. This assumption comes from the fact that applications are
not concerned with the details of synchronization and they simply
expect a ‘correct’ clock to be available at any instant [10]. In the
following section, we argue that, this assumption is fundamentally
flawed and needs to be considered for the secure data aggregation
problem as well. To the best of our knowledge, no one has looked
at this constraint for the watermarked-based data aggregations.

One might argue that if multiple data streams are not synchro-
nized, the whole application would fail. So, why it is still impor-
tant to retrieve the watermarks? Our argument is that the amount
of time lags/offsets among multiple data streams cannot be a large
number because of period synchronization for sure. However, the
upper bound of the offset depends on the synchronization inter-
val and the precision of the synchronization scheme. Due to en-
ergy constraints limits, it is difficult to perform fine-grained time
synchronization in sensor networks [11] and therefore the small
value of misalignment in the aggregated stream can be acceptable
by the application. As such, we attempt to ensure watermark sur-
vival when the offsets are relatively small. Section 2 elaborates on
the details of the mentioned de-synchrony problem.

The approach that we take to this problem is by embedding two
shifted watermark patterns instead of one for every data source.
This way, the difference between those two shifted patterns re-
mains the same even when the detection window leads or lags in
respect to the encoding window timing. Unlike our previous work
that we used one-dimensional (1D) patterns, in this work we use
two-dimensional (2D) watermarks because of the following rea-
sons:

1. It is easier to find multiple non-interfering binary watermarks
in 2D space than 1D,

2. We used Distinct Sum Array construction [12] to extend the
dimensionality of 1D sequences. This construction offers addi-
tional diversity and security over binary arrays, rendering them
robust to cryptographic attack [13].

3. And finally, the 2D construction will increase the amount of
payload information that one can embed, i.e. watermark capac-
ity [14].
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